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McPBAR GEOPHYSICS

NOTES ON THE THEORY, METHOD OF FIELD OPERATIO~

AND PRESENTATION OF DATA

FOR THE INDUCED POLARIZATION METHOD

Induced Polarization as a geophysical measurement refers

to the blocking action or polarization of metallic or electronic

conductors in a medium of ionic solution conduction.

This electro-chemical phenomenon occurs wherever

electrical current is pas sed through an area which contains metallic

minerals such as base metal sulphides. Normally, when current is

passed through the ground, as in resistivity measurements, all of the

conduction takes place through ions present in the water content of the

rock, or soil, i. e. by ionic conduction. This is because almost all

minerals have a much higher specific resistivity than ground water.

The group of minerals commonly described as "metallic", however,

have specific resistivities much lower than ground waters. The

induced polarization effect takes place at those interfaces where the

mode of conduction changes from ionic in the solutions filling the

interstices of the rock to electronic in the metallic minerals present
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in the rock.

The blocking action or induced polarization mentioned

above, which depends upon the chemical energies necessary to allow

the ions to give up or receive electrons from the metallic surface,

increases with the time that a d. c. current is allowed to flow through

the rock; 1. e. as ions pile up against the metallic interface the

resistance to current flow increases. Eventually, there is enough

polarization in the form of exces s ions at the interfaces, to appreciably

reduce the amount of current flow through the metallic particle. This

polarization takes place at each of the infinite number of solution-metal

interfaces in a mineralized rock.

When the d. c. voltage used to create this d. c. current

flow is cut off, the Coulomb forces between the charged ions forming

the polarization cause them to return to their normal position. This

movement of charge creates a small current flow which can be

measured on the surface of the ground as a decayi.ng potenti.al difference.

From an alternate viewpoint it can be seen that if the

direction of the current through the system is reversed repeatedly

before the polarization occurs, the effective resistivity of the system

as a whole will change as the frequency of the switching is changed.

This is a consequence of the fact that the amount of current flowing

through eac h metallic interfac e depends upon the ~ength of time that

current has been pas sing through it in one direction.
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The values of the per cent frequency effect or F. E. are

a measurement of the polarization in the rock mass. However, since

the measurement of the degree of polarization is related to the apparent

resistivity of the rock mass it is found that the metal factor values or

M. F. are the most useful values in determining the amount of

polarization present in the rock mas s. The MF values are obtained by

normalizing the F. E. values for varying resistivities.

The induced polarization measurement is perhaps the most

powerful geophysical method for the direct detection of metallic

sulphide mineralization, even when this mineralization is of very

low concentration. The lower limit of volume per cent sulphide

necessary to produce a recognizable IF anomaly will vary with the

geometry and geologic environment of the source, and the method of

executing the survey. However, sulphide mineralization of less than

one per cent by volume has been detected by the IF method under

proper geolo gical conditions.

The greatest application of the IF method has been in the

search for disseminated metallic sulphides of less than 20O/c by volume.

However, it has also been used successfully in the search for massive

sulphides in situations where, due to source geometry, depth of source,

or low resistivity of surface layer, the EM method can not be successfully

applied. The ability to differentiate ionic conductors, such as water

filled shear zones, makes the IF method a us eful tool in checking EM
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anomalies which are suspected of being due to these causes.

In normal field applications the IP method does not

differentiate between the economically important metallic minerals

such as chalcopyrite, chalcocite, molybdenite, galena, etc., and the

other metallic minerals such as pyrite. The induc ed polari zation effect

is due to the total of all electronic conducting mine rals in the rock mas s.

Other electronic conducting materials which can produce an IP response

are magnetite, pyrolusite, graphite, and some forms of hematite.

In the field procedure, measurements on the surface are

made in a way that allows the effects of lateral changes in the properties

of the ground to be separated from the effects of vertical changes in the

properties. Current is applied to the ground at two points in distance

(X) apart. The potentials are measured at two other points (X) feet

apart, in line with the current electrodes is an integer number (n) times

the basic dis tance (X).

The measurements are made along a surveyed line, with

a constant distance (nX) between the nearest current and potential

electrodes. In most surveys, several traverses are made with various

values of (n); 1. e. (n) = 1,2,3,4, etc. The kind of survey required

(detailed or reconnais sance) decides the number of values of (n) used.

In plotting the results, the values of the apparent resistivity,

apparent per cent frequency effect, and the apparent metal factor
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measured for each set of electrode positions are plotted at the inter

section of grid lines, one from the center point of the current electrodes

and the other from the center point of the potential electrodes. (See

Figure A.) The resistivity values are plotted above the line as a mirror

image of the metal factor values below. On a second line, below the

metal factor values, are plotted the values of the per cent fr equency effect.

In some cas es the values of per cent frequency effect are plotted as

superscripts of the metal factor value. In this secon d case the frequency

effect values are not contoured. The lateral displacement of a given

value is determined by the location along the survey line of the center

point between the current and potential electrodes. The distance of the

value from the line is determined by the distance (nX) between the current

and potential electrodes when the measurement was made.

The separation between sender and receiver electrodes is

only one factor which determines the depth to which the ground is being

sampled in any particular measurement. The plots then, when

contoured, are not section maps of the electrical properties of the

ground under the survey line. The interpretation of the results from

an y given survey must be carried out using the combined experience

gained from field results, model study results and theoretical investi

gations. The position of the electrodes when anomalous values are

measured is important in the interpretation.
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In the field procedure, the interval over which the potential

differences are measured is the same as the interval over which the

electrodes are moved after a series of potential readings has been made.

One of the advantages of the induced polarization method is that the

same equipment can be used for both detailed and reconnais sance surveys

merely by changing the distance (X) over which the electrodes are moved

each time. In the past, intervals have been used ranging from 25 feet

to 2000 feet for (X). In each case, the decision as to the distance (X)

and the values of (n) to be used is largely determined by the expected

size of the mineral deposit being sought, the size of the expected anomaly

and the speed with which it is desired to progres s.

The diagram in Figure A demonstrates the method used

in plotting the results. Each value of the apparent resistivity, apparent

metal factor, and apparent per cent frequency effect is plotted and

identified by the position of the four electrodes when the measurement

was made. It can be seen that the values measured for the larger values

of (n) are plotted farther from the line indicating that the thicknes s of

the layer of the earth that is being tested is greater than for the smaller

values of (n); i. e. the depth of the measurement is increased. When

the F. E. values are plotted as superscripts to the MF values the third

section of data values is not presented and the F. E. values are not

contoured.
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The actual data plots included with the report are prepared

utilizing an IBM 360/75 Computer and a Calcomp 770/763 Incremental

Plotting System. The data values are calculated, plotted, and contoured

according to a programme developed by McPhar Geophysics. Certain

symbols have been incorporated into the programme to explain various

situations in recording the data in the field.

The IP measurement is basically obtained by measuring the

difference in potential or voltage (~ V ) obtained at two operating frequen

cies. The voltage is the product of the current through the ground and

the apparent resistivity of the ground. Therefore in field situations

where the current is very low due to poor electrode contact, or the

apparent resistivity is very low, or a combination of the two effects; the

value of (~ V) the change in potential will be too small to be measurable.

The symbol "TL" on the data plots indicates this situation.

In some situations spurious noise, either man made or natural,

will render it impossible to obtain a reading. The symbol "N" on the

data plots indicates a station at which it is too noisey to record a reading.

If a reading can be obtained, but for reasons of noise there is some doubt

as to its accuracy, the reading is bracketed in the data plot ( ).

In certain situations negative values of Apparent Frequency

Effect are recorded. This may be due to the geologic environment or

spuriol1s electrical effects. The actual negative frequency effect value

recorded is indicated on the data plot, however the symbol "NEG" is
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indicated for the corresponding value of Apparent Metal Factor. In

contouring negative values the contour lines are indicated to the nearest

positive value in the immediate vicinity of the negative value.

The symbol "NR" indicates that for some reason the operator

did not attempt to record a reading although normal survey procedures

would suggest that one was required. This may be due to inaccessible

topography or other similar reasons. Any symbol other than those dis

cussed above is, unique to a particular situation and is described within

the body of the report.
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BLUE ROCK MINING CORPORATION UMITED

1. INTR.ODUC TIO.}J

As reque.ted by the Coznpaay, acidttioul induced polarisation and

resistivity survey. bave been carried out on the Btl Onion Property for

Blue Rock Minia, Corporation Limited. The property ia .ituated in the

Omiaeca Mining Dlvi.ioft near Smither•• British Columbia and ta withi.

the 1\OJ'thweat quadrant of tbe ODe do,re. quadrilateral whose southeaat

corner i. at 54° N latitude and 1260 W lon.itude.

A previous IP .urv.ywa. carried out in the .ummer ol1970 and

the r ••uit:. were pr•••nted in our report of October 14, 1970. Four d..tillite

anomalous zone. were outlined, oaly one of whic.h had been partially tested

by drtllinl. The pre.ellt survey con.i.t. of three traver... to the .outh of

tb.. ori,laa1 arid aDd wa. performed dUJ"il1l October and November of 1970.

The aurvey crew employed a McPbar frequenc:y domain I"P ey.tem,
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operating at 0.3 aad 5.0 Here, and aSOO-foot dipole-d.ipole .1ectrocl. array.

Work. was carried out 011 the fol1owina claim•• aU i:o the Omlneca lvllnin.

Division, and all believed to be owned or held under option by Blue ,R.ock

MiDinl Corporation I.limited,.

List of ClallXl8

BA 2
3
4
S
6
'7
a

10
12
14
16
18
20

2. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

Jill 8
ZO

The induced. polarlzatlo'll and. re.latlvlty r ••ultl a.re .howftoll the

fol1owbla data plot. ill tn.• maMer d.••crib.. ill the noteaprecedlb.1 this report.

Line 4LC;

Line S6S

500 foot • p:reau

SOO foot .ptea.da

500 foot .pr...cI.

Dw•• IP 5612-1

DWI.IF 5672 ... 2

Dw,_ IP S672-1

Enclosed with tbl. reportia DWI_ 1. P. P. 467SR, a plaa map of the Briel

at a 8ea1e of 1" ::: 600'. The dellAlt. and p08.ible Inducedpo1arizatioft ..Ilom..lle.

are lDdlca.ted bylol1dand broken bar. re.peetivelyon th.i. plan map .a well a.
the data plots. The•• ba,rarepr•••Dt tbe .u.rfae. projection of the anomalous

SOD•• a. blterpreted from lb.. location of the tralt.mitte%' &ltd. receiver .lectrode.

when the anomalous valu•• were me••ured.
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Since the induced. polarlzatlo1'lmea.. ureme'ftt i ••a. entlal1y all

aver.ging proces$ j as are all ~)Otentlal I'nethod.•• it ia fre.quently difficult

to exactly pinpotntthe 80UJ:'¢e of an anomaly. Certabtly. no anornaly can

be loeated with more accuracy than the eptead length; i. e. when using SOOt

lipread. the position of a narrow .ulphlde body ca.n on.lybe determined to

Ue between two station. 500' apart. In order to locate .ourCflS at some

depth, larger, pre.,ds fJl.lust Deus.d., with .. eor.... poadlng i..nerea•• in the

W1certaifttie. of loeatioft. Therefore, while the centre of the indicated

a.1'lomaly probably correspond. fall'ly wen with aouree. the length of the

lnd.i.eated.auorna..ly aloag the line IhoWd not b. taken to repre.ent the exact

edl•• of the anamaloU8 m.at.rial.

3. 'DISCUSSION OF RESt) LT5

Litle 495

This entire line i. nCloderately to 8tronlly anomalous except tor the

interval between .tatlcms 401: and 45E. There isa .hallow IJOU'f'ce eeatred

at 1SF: that ie much 8troftlerthan any a:n.omaly loeated Oft the original Irid.

aftel a lomewhat d••p.r source at 45'£ to JOE: both featuresnlerit further

my••tilation.

MOlt 01 thia 1ifte i ...lao allQm.aloua but the magnitude ie lower and

more variAble than 011 Line 405.

Here there a.re two .trOlll definite anomali... centredl'1ea.r 1SF and

SSE. In both ca••• the 80ure.ia shallow relative to the eleetrode interval



and bene. they could be better evaluted by eheeklnl with shorter intervale

(1. e. SOO-foot Ipreads).

4. SUMMARY AND llEC01v11vLENDAT'IONS

'I'he addltlonallP eurvoyial Oft the south part of theBil Onton grid

haa located • everal anomall..that a.re mueh atroa.er than any found by the

ortlinal survey. In, view of the limited data aDd wide lille 6pacmg_ it is

41fllcultto correlate the•• leatures. If thear... i. of leololieal (or geochemical)

Utter••t. a. more complete ,rid .hou,1cl b. l"r"'8,e<1 with more clo••ly-.paced aad.

10ftl." lin... Shallow sourc•• showclthcm be cheeked with .horter .1ectrode

interval. to define drill tar,et••

MePHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

~~~.
Robert A, Bell.
Oeololl.t.

nat., January 29. 1971
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SUMMARY OF COST

Elue Rock M.ininl COFP!ratloa I..inlltecl ... B11 OlllonPro,erty

Crew .... Zmen

.. d..Y'S
1day
1t day.
1 day
1 day

1 day ofl.

Operating
Travel
Preparation )
:Bad 'Iv' .ather )
Standby )

4 day~

(f $2,40.00/day

e$loo.oO/day

$ 960.00

400.00

N.C., ...
1,360.00

Plue 10%

Expe•••
T rau portatlon .. '1' :rain
Rented Vehicle
Vehl,cl. "!:xpena.
-:I'axi.
Fl"eilhl ..ad E\ roke:ralO
Meal. and Accommodation
Suppll••
Exce•• Balla.e
ChatD Saw Rental
Telephone and Telegraph

59.00
10'.83

91.17
ZJ.7S
19.71

959.05
14S.1.1
33.60
1.2.00

185·75
2,351..11

235.11
2, Sa6. 28

Ex!!!!t'. for allpJ'operti•• $2. 58'. 28
Pro.ratedpol'tloD for Big ()alon Property
4/33!x $2, S86. 28 308.80

E.xtra I"a,DOur
Plu8 10%

4,038.00
807,60

4,845.60

Extra LaboUl" for all propertie. $4, 845.60
Prorated portion. for Big Onion Property
4/33i' • $4.845.60 578. S6

$ 2. 247.36

Me PHAR GEOPHYSICSLDv1ITED

~R:~
:Robe7t A. Bell,
Oeololist.

Datedt J'a.nuary 29. 197J
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1. I alna.eo.1o.l.t relldtnaat 50 HemioJ'd. Cr-.scent. DOll Mille,

(Toronto) Ontario.

1. I am a graduate of the Universtty of Toroato in Physics aad

Geology with t.ho ••gre. 01 Bachelor Qf Arta (19.9); a.ad. .. graduate of

the University 01 W'l.cGD..bl in Economic 0.01011 with the degr•• of 'Ph. ,D.

(1953).

3. I am. a member 0' the Society ot EC'oaomic Oeolo,l.ta aad a

fellow of the Geologieal A"Gelation of Canada.

5. I have no dil'eet 01' ind.irect bltere.t, nar dol expect to

of Blue Rock Mining Corporation Limited or a., alfillate.

6. The .tateme.t. maul. 1. tbJ.. report are baacui on .. study of

pu.bUsh.d.eoIGllcal literature udQ,llpubltahed 'private reports.

7. Perml••lon ta granted to ue. in whole or in part for .

meat aad qualitlcatioa ,.eq:u.lremeata 'b\a.t aot for advent.lal purpo••••

:Dated at Toronto

Thi. 29th day of January 1971. ~£k
Rohert A. Bell. Ph. D. ."'.
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7. Permi••loll i. cruted. to Ule ta whole or In part tor -

meat and qualtltcatloa reqUirement. 'but not lor a4verti.iAI purpo••••

1)&ted a.t Toronto

Thi. 19th day of Ja.uary 1971 •
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